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Abstract. This paper studies the international supply chain finance among trading countries under the Internet
financial environment. By introducing "One Belt And One Road" and "supply chain finance", this paper
analyzes the main supply chain finance models involved in the "One Belt And One Road" strategy, and uses
clustering method to analyze and summarize the financial risks of supply chain. The analysis results are
obtained through data mining reasoning. On this basis, it mainly uses Internet information technology, big
data analysis and other technologies to deal with the risks in the international supply chain, and puts forward
constructive suggestions to promote the coordinated development of supply chain finance among countries.

1 Introduction
In 2013, China put forward the "One Belt And One Road"
economic strategy, and the "One Belt And One Road"
initiative further strengthened regional economic
integration, opened up a new pattern of foreign trade
partners, and enhanced the cooperation potential of all
countries. With the extensive implementation of the
strategy, the globalization of international trade has been
accelerated, and China's foreign trade has expanded. The
supply chain finance based on the trade background
develops rapidly and the supply chain finance mode plays
an irreplaceable role in the process of strategy
implementation and development.
The One Belt And One Road strategy covers 64
countries and regions on the Eurasian continent. China's
investment in the top 10 trading partners reached $8.45
billion in 2014 and $8.81 billion in 2016. Among them,
China's direct investment in Pakistan accounts for 11.5
percent of the total investment of 10 countries. Most of
China's investment is concentrated in Southeast Asia. In
2017, China's direct investment in the region reached us
$7 billion and US $470 million respectively, accounting
for 84.8 percent of China's total major investment in the
10 countries along the Belt and Road.
Supply chain finance is the professional field of
commercial bank credit business, and also the financing
channel for enterprises, especially small and mediumsized enterprises. It means that banks provide timely
payment loans to suppliers or advance payment and
inventory financing services to distributors while
providing financing and other settlement financing

services to core customers of enterprises. As early as 2006,
the supply chain finance model was applied and
implemented. Since then, more and more banks began to
carry out supply chain finance business, and some large
commercial banks began to carry out international supply
chain finance business. With the introduction of the
comprehensive strategy in 2013, supply chain finance has
entered the ranks of international economic partners.
Supply chain finance develops continuously and has a
broad prospect.
From the perspective of China's financial trading
volume, different financing methods and financial models
of different countries have an important impact on China's
financial trading volume. Different financial models
should be adopted for different types of enterprises.
Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the supply chain
finance mode in financial transactions in major countries.
There are mainly four types of supply chain in the one
belt and one way：Accounts receivable financing mode
refers to that in the industrial chain, upstream enterprises
apply for financing from banks and other financial
institutions and transfer or pledge accounts receivable to
financial institutions as repayment guarantee. Banks and
other financial institutions issue financing to upstream
enterprises based on the judgment of the authenticity of
the transaction background between upstream enterprises
and core enterprises; Confirmed position financing, also
known as advance payment financing mode, refers to the
downstream enterprises to apply for loan payment from
banks and other financial institutions in advance. After
examining and approving the loan application, the
financial institution shall issue the acceptance draft for the
corresponding amount to the core enterprise; Financing
warehouse financing mode, also known as chattel pledge
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financing mode, refers to that financial institutions such as
banks accept the chattel provided by small and mediumsized enterprises as the pledge, combine the guarantee of
core enterprises and the supervision of logistics companies,
and provide financing services for small and mediumsized enterprises;B2C e-commerce platform financing is a
new financing mode that has emerged in recent years.
Through the processing of high-quality and accurate data
such as merchants' basic information and historical
information, enterprises can provide supply chain
financial services to reputable merchants. These platforms
make use of customers' transaction processes and payment
records on the platform to identify risks, assess credit lines
and then extend credit.
In this paper, distributor repayment risk is selected as
the main risk of supply chain finance. Commercial banks
conduct credit investigation on distributors, identify
distributors with different repayment capacities and
allocate credit lines. In addition, according to the
repayment risks brought by dealers, data mining
technology is used to obtain the characteristics of a group
of dealers with low repayment ability, and different
financial policies are formulated for different dealers to
control and avoid financial risks.
Enterprises in different countries and regions with
upstream and downstream links are selected for data
mining analysis, and a large number of business data in the
business database are extracted, transformed and analyzed
for modeling processing, from which key information is
extracted to assist business decision-making.

cause of higher "repayment risk". The information gain
method can identify weak or irrelevant attributes, and
provide a reliable basis for the selection of feature
attributes.
For discussion, we first give the mathematical
representation of information gain measure.
Suppose S is a sample set, in which the class label of
each sample is known. In fact, each sample is a tuple and
an attribute is used to determine the class of the sample.
For example, repayment risk can be used to define the
class label of each sample "low" or "high". Suppose there
are m classes, suppose S contains s� c� class samples, I =
1,2,... M. The possibility that an arbitrary sample belongs
to class c� is s� � s where s is the total number of objects
in set S. The desired information for a given sample
classification is:

I�s� , s� , ⋯ , s� � � � ∑���� s� � s log � s� � s, (1)

Attribute A with values �a�, a� , ⋯ , a� � can be used to
divide S into subsets �S�, S� , ⋯ , S� � , where S� contains
samples of A value a� in S. Let S� contain s�� of class C� .
According to this division of expected information of A, it
i s called the entropy of A. Its weighted average:

E�A� � ∑�����s�� � s�� � ⋯ � s�� � � s �
I�s� , s� , ⋯ , s� �
(2)

The information Gain (A) obtained by this division on
A is recorded as: Gain（A）� I�s� , s� , ⋯ , s� � � E�A�
A minimum gain threshold is set for the Gain (A)
required. If Gain (A) is less than the threshold set, attribute
A can be regarded as a weakly correlated or uncorrelated
attribute for attribute deletion.
The gain of attribute information is calculated.
Suppose class C� means repayment risk = "low" and class
C� means repayment risk = "high". According to the
dealer information given in table 2, S contains four class
C� samples and eight class C� samples, respectively.
Formula (1) shows that:

2 Data and Methods
First, collect target data. Take software sales companies
with software distributors distributed in different
provinces and cities as an example. Then carry out precorrelation analysis to collect sales information of some
dealers.The attributes include sales location, sales mode,
distributor size, etc. However, not all attributes are related
to "repayment risk", that is, they are not necessarily the
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The information gain of each attribute can be obtained
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by formula (3):

Gain�Place � � 0.918 � 0.333 � 0.585
Gain�Distributor enterprise scale� � 0.918 � 0.541 � 0.377
Gain�registered capital � � 0.918 � 0.908 � 0.01
Gain�Sales way � � 0.918 � 0.905 � 0.013
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5 Conclusion

According to the information gain measurement
method, the attribute information gain of the dealer data
set is 0.585, 0.377, 0.043 and 0.013, respectively. Among
them, the attribute with high information gain is the best
characteristic attribute in a given data set, such as "sales
position". On the contrary, the attribute with low
information gain means that when the attribute is selected,
the situational value of classified information will be
maximized, and the accompanying information will be
more uncertain, so it has a weak correlation or no
correlation. For example, "sales mode" has the smallest
information gain and is either weakly correlated or
uncorrelated. The minimum information gain threshold
can be set to 0.05. For the "Sales Mode" and "Registered
Capital" fields, the information gain of 0.013 and 0.01 is
less than 0.05, respectively, and these two fields can be
deleted.

Risk control is a compulsory course for financial
institutions. In the development process of supply chain
finance business, the country is the leading country.
International supply chain finance business will continue
to develop in depth. The use of descriptive data to identify
high-risk dealers can overcome the uncertainty caused by
human experience judgment, improve the level of risk
management of Chinese financial institutions for
international supply chain finance, and make better
coordinated development of One Belt And One Road
strategy and supply chain finance with the help of Internet
technology.
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3 Results
After deleting the attributes of the collected data, the same
tuple is merged to obtain the characteristics of a group of
dealers with solvency risk, from which we can see the
relationship between the characteristics and risk events.
From broad Angle, namely the reimbursement risk of
foreign company is obviously higher than that of domestic
company. As far as distributor size is concerned, the
repayment risk of large and small enterprises is higher
than that of small and medium-sized enterprises. Perhaps
in software sales, medium-sized businesses are easier to
operate than large ones, and small businesses are more
risk-resistant.
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